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The performance of Dual Stage Pressure Retarded Osmosis (DSPRO) was analyzed using 16 
a developed computer model. DSPRO process was evaluated on Pressure Retarded 17 
Osmosis (PRO) and Forward Osmosis (FO) operating modes for different sodium chloride 18 
(NaCl) draw and feed concentrations. Simulation results revealed that the total power 19 
generation in the DSPRO process operating on the PRO mode was 2.5 to 5 times more 20 
than that operating on the FO mode. For DSPRO operating on the PRO mode, the higher 21 
power generation was in the case of 2M NaCl-fresh and 32% the contribution of the 22 
second stage to the total power generation in the DSPRO. To the contrast, he total 23 
power generated in the DSPRO operating on the FO mode was in the following order 24 
5M-0.6M>5M-0.7M>2M-0.01>2M-0.6M. Interestingly, single stage process operating on 25 
the FO mode performed better than DSPRO process due to the severe concentration 26 
polarization effects. The results also showed that power density of the DSPRO reached a 27 
maximum amount at a hydraulic pressure less than the average osmotic pressure 28 
gradient, 2/ , due to the variation of optimum operating pressure of each stage. 29 
 2 
Moreover, results showed that the effective specific energy in the PRO process was 30 
lower than the maximum specific energy. However, the effective specific energy of the 31 
DSPRO was larger than that of the single stage PRO due to the rejuvenation of the 32 
salinity gradient, emphasizing the high potential of the DSPRO process for power 33 
generation.  34 
 35 
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1. Introduction: 39 
 40 
Dual stage pressure retarded osmosis (DSPRO) has been recently proposed for power 41 
generation using a two-stage membrane process [1-4]. Draw and feed solutions enter 42 
the first DSPRO stage and diluted draw solution from the first stage goes to a second 43 
membrane process to maximize energy recovery from the salinity gradient resource 44 
before discharge [Figure 1]. The contribution of the second stage to the total power 45 
generation in the DSPRO process depends on the salinity gradient resource and 46 
operating parameters [2]. Furthermore, type and concentration of feed and draw 47 
solution have a considerable impact on the performance of DSPRO process. For example, 48 
experimental work has demonstrated that PRO process performs better on the FO mode 49 
when feed solution contains high concentrations of fouling matters [5]. To date, 50 
however, there is no study identifying the impact of membrane orientation, active layer 51 
 3 
facing draw solution (PRO mode) or active layer facing feed solution (FO mode), on the 52 
performance of DSPRO process and whether a second stage will be justified when the 53 
membrane orientation is switched.  54 
 55 
Salinity gradient resource is a key parameter in the design and operation of a successful 56 
DSPRO process. Seawater, RO brine, inorganic metal salts, Dead Sea brine, Rift valley 57 
water, Jordan water, and Salt Lake water are some examples of the draw solutions 58 
proposed [6-9]. These draw solution can be paired with a feed solution of lower osmotic 59 
pressure such fresh water, wastewater effluent and seawater to create a sufficient 60 
osmotic pressure gradient for water permeation across the PRO membrane. Type of 61 
feed and draw solution has significant impact on the performance and operating 62 
conditions of the DSPRO process. Wastewater feed solution has been found to promote 63 
membrane fouling especially when the process is operated on the PRO mode; i.e. draw 64 
solution faces the membrane active layer (DS-AL) [5]. Operating the PRO on the FO 65 
mode, i.e. feed solution facing the active layer (FS-AL), has been reported to reduce the 66 
membrane fouling propensity but also reduces the water flux [10-14]. Insufficient 67 
membrane flux has been reported in the FO mode due to the inability of the membrane 68 
to effectively overcome the effects of concentration polarization [8-9]. This 69 
phenomenon is not fully understood in the DSPRO process, particularly in the second 70 
stage in which the concentration of draw solution is different to that in the first stage. In 71 
the DSPRO process, diluted draw solution from the first PRO stage is coupled with a 72 
fresh feed solution in the second stage of the DSPRO process. Using fresh feed solution 73 
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in the second stage rejuvenates the salinity gradient resource and expands the 74 
operating conditions beyond the conventional boundaries [2]. The present study 75 
evaluated the performance of the DSPRO process on the FO and the PRO operating 76 
modes to identify the performance of each stage. Several salinity gradients were 77 
considered in this study to investigate the impact of feed and draw solution 78 
concentrations on the performance of the first and second stage of the DSPRO process. 79 
5M-0.6M NaCl, 5M-0.7M NaCl, 2M-0.01M NaCl and 2M-0.6M NaCl salinity gradients 80 
were investigated in the DSPRO process. 5M NaCl mimics the concentration of Dead Sea 81 
solution whereas 0.6M and 0.7M NaCl mimic the concentration of standard seawater 82 
(35 g/L) and moderate salinity seawater such as the Mediterranean Sea. On the other 83 
hand, 0.01M NaCl resembles the concentration of fresh water and 2M is the 84 
concentration of natural salinity gradient resource such as the Salt Lake solution; 85 






Figure 1: Dual Stage PRO process for power generation from salinity gradient resource  90 
 91 
2. Process Modelling 92 
 93 
Previous studies demonstrated that theoretical membrane flux is lower than the 94 
experimental membrane flux due to the effect of concentration polarization and reverse 95 
salt diffusion which is an inherent phenomenon in the membrane filtration processes 96 
[16, 17]. As such, the effects of internal and external concentration polarization should 97 
be accounted for in the calculations of the PRO water flux. Although many models have 98 
been developed for the calculation of water flux in osmotically driven processes [18-20], 99 
PW: Power kW 
QD1-in: Inlet draw solution flow rate in stage one 
m3/h 
QRC: Recycle flow to PX m
3/h 
Qv1: Permeate flow rate in stage one m
3/h 
Qv2: Permeate flow rate in stage two m
3/h 
QF1-in: Feed flow rate in stage one  m
3/h 
QF2-in: Feed flow rate in stage two m
3/h 
BP: Booster pump 
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the following expression has been considered relatively accurate in estimating water 100 
flux in the PRO process [18, 21]: 101 
 102 












































where, Jw-PRO is the membrane flux in PRO mode (L/m2h), DB and FB  is the osmotic 105 
pressures of the bulk draw and feed solution, respectively (bar), kd and kf are the mass 106 
transfer coefficient of the draw and feed solution respectively (m/h), S is the structural 107 
parameter of the support layer (μm), Df is the solute diffusion coefficient inside the 108 
support layer (m2/h), B is the solute permeability coefficient (kg/m2h), and K is the 109 
solute resistivity for diffusion within the porous support layer (h/m). Equation 6 110 
accounts for the effect of external mass transfer on the porous structure PRO 111 
membrane process  when the draw solution faces the membrane active layer (DS-AL), 112 
also called as the PRO mode. It should be mentioned that the ratio of S/ Df is equal to 113 
the solute resistivity for diffusion within the support layer when facing against the feed; 114 
Kf (s/m). FO mode, feed solution faces the membrane active layer (FS-AL), has been 115 
recommended when feed water contains high fouling matters [12, 13]. The 116 
mathematical expression to estimate membrane flux in the FO mode is [14, 18]: 117 
 118 
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where, Jw-FO is the membrane flux when operated in the FO mode (L/m2h). S/ Dd is the 121 
solute resistivity for diffusion within the support layer when facing against the draw 122 
solution; Kd (s/m). We assumed that kd=kf throughout this study. Equations 1 and 2 123 
taking in the consideration the effect of external mass transfer at the porous layer in the 124 
calculation of water flux in the PRO membrane [18]. We assumed Aw=1.8*10-3, B=4*10-4 125 
m/h, k=0.18 m/h, S=7.2*10-4 m, and K=125h/m [18]. Additionally, Van’t Hoff equation 126 
( nCRT , is the osmotic pressure, n number of ions, C molar concentration, R gas 127 
constant, and T temperature in Kelvin) was used to estimate the osmotic pressure of 128 
seawater although it may result in inaccuracies in the predicted water flux at high feed 129 
and draw concentrations.   130 
 131 
Adding a second stage PRO enhances the energy yield of the salinity gradient resource 132 
[1, 2]; power generation in the first and second stage of the DSPRO process is given as 133 
[2]: 134 
 135 
Equation 3  
111 * vQPPWn        136 
Equation 4  
222 * vQPPWn   137 
 138 
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PWn1 and PWn2 are the gross power generation in the first and second stage of the 139 
DSPRO process, respectively (kW), ∆P1 and ∆P2 is the hydraulic pressure difference 140 
across the membrane in the first and second stage, respectively (bar), and Qv1 and Qv2 141 
are the permeate flow rates in stage one and two of the DSPRO process, respectively 142 
(m3/h). Assuming that hydraulic pressure losses in the first stage of the DSPRO process 143 
are negligible; i.e. ∆P1 = ∆P2, the total power generation, PWn-tot, in the dual stage PRO 144 
process is given as [2]:  145 
 146 
Equation 5  )(* 21 vvtot QQPPWn   147 
 148 
3. Harvesting the osmotic energy of concentrated brine  149 
 150 
Defined as the power generated per square meter of membrane (W/m2), power density 151 
(W) has been used as an indicator to the PRO process performance [20].  Power density 152 
can be calculated from the expression shown in Equation 6 [2]:  153 
 154 
Equation 6  
wJPW *        155 
 156 
where, ∆P is the hydraulic pressure difference across the membrane (bar) and Jw is the 157 
PRO membrane flux (L/m2h). The maximum specific power generated from a salinity 158 
gradient resource can be represented by free Gibbs energy [23]. For a PRO process 159 
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operating on a counter-current mode, the maximum extractable specific energy from a 160 
salinity gradient resource is represented by the following equation [2]: 161 
 162 











          163 
 164 
Where, Em is the maximum specific power generation (kWh/m3), n is number of ionic 165 
species in solution, R is the gas constant (0.082 L atm/K mol), CD and CF are the molar 166 
concentrations of draw and feed solutions respectively (M), and T is the temperature in 167 
Kelvin. Following Equation 2, Em increases with the increase of the draw solution 168 
concentration and the decrease of the feed concentration. For simplicity, NaCl solution 169 
was used for expressing the concentrations of feed and draw solutions in this study. The 170 
maximum power generation from salinity gradient resources is explained in Figure 2. 171 
Ignoring the effects of internal and external concentration polarization and reverse salt 172 
diffusion, coupling Dead Sea (5M) with different seawater (SW) solutions resulted in 1.2 173 
kWh/m3 to 0.99 kWh/m3 Em, the lowest energy yield was for coupling Dead Sea draw 174 
solution with 50 g/L salinity SW. On the other hand, Em of coupling SW with FW 175 
increased from 0.17 kWh/m3 to 0.27 kWh/m3 with the increase of seawater salinity from 176 
32 g/L to 50 g/L. The maximum energy harvested from Dead Sea-seawater salinity 177 
gradients was 4 to 7 times higher than that from seawater- fresh water salinity gradients. 178 
This was due to the large osmotic driving force across the PRO membrane in the case of 179 
DS-SW salinity gradient resources.  180 
 10 
 181 
Theoretically, the mixing energy of two solutions of different concentrations would 182 
result in a maximum specific energy of Em but this would not necessarily result in 183 
equilibrium between the draw and feed solution concentrations at end of the PRO 184 
process. If not recovered, this energy will be wasted with the diluted draw solution 185 
discharged to sea. Incomplete osmotic energy recovery in the PRO process is partly due 186 
to the phenomenon of concentration polarization in the PRO process. DSPRO process 187 
with a separate feed stream to each stage has been proposed to alleviate the effect of 188 
concentrated feed solution in the second stage [2, 4]. Fresh feed solution, with 189 
concentration lower than that of the first stage feed brine, enhances the energy yield of 190 
the second stage because of the increased net osmotic driving force. Greater osmotic 191 
pressure triggers high water flux but also high internal concentration polarization as 192 
shown in Figure 3. The modulus of internal concentration polarization was calculated 193 
from, KJwe , and results show it was larger in the second stage of the DSPRO process with 194 
fresh feed than that with feed recycle. Recycling feed solution from the first to the 195 
second stage decreased the osmotic driving force and water flux across the membrane.  196 
On the other hand, using a fresh feed solution in the second stage promoted higher 197 
water flux which is clearly manifested in the higher internal concentration polarization 198 
[Figure 3]. Therefore, fresh feed solution will be used in the second stage as illustrated 199 






Figure 2: Maximum specific power generation from a number of salinity gradients made 205 
of coupling Dead Sea (DS) with seawater (SW) of salinities between 32 g/L and 50 g/L or 206 






















































































moduli CP: fresh feed
moduli CP: feed recycle
osmotic flux: fresh feed 
osmotic flux: feed recycle
 209 
Figure 3: Modulus of internal concentration polarization and net osmotic pressure 210 
across the PRO membrane for different salinity gradient resources, draw solution is 5M 211 
NaCl, the feed and draw solution flow rates are equal, membrane flux was calculated 212 
using Equation 1. Operating parameters are Aw=1.8*10-3, B=4*10-4 m/h, k=0.18 m/h, 213 
S=7.2*10-4 m, and K=125h/m.  214 
 215 
4. Performance of Dual stage PRO performance in PRO mode 216 
 217 
Performance of the DSPRO process was evaluated in the PRO mode for 5M-0.6M, 5M-218 
0.7M, 2M-0.01M, and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient resources. Results show that power 219 
density of the first stage of the DSPRO process, W1, increased with the increase of 220 
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hydraulic pressure and reached a maximum amount, Wmax1, at a hydraulic pressure 221 
equals to 2/ ; this observation holds for all type of the salinity gradient resources 222 
[Figure 4A]. Increasing the hydraulic pressure over 2/  resulted in a gradual decrease 223 
of the W1.  For salinity gradient resources 5M-0.6M, 5M-0.7M, 2M-FW, and 2M-0.6M, 224 
Wmax1 was 18.5 W/m2, 16.8/m2, 27.1 W/m2 and 10.1 W/m2 respectively, which is higher 225 
than the power density threshold of 5 W/m2 recommended for an economical PRO 226 
process [9]. The higher power density of 2M-FW salinity gradient compared to other 227 
salinity gradients emphasized the negative impact of internal concentration polarization 228 
on the process performance. Although 5M-0.6M has greater osmotic driving force than 229 
2M-FW salinity gradient resource, severe internal concentration polarization associated 230 
with SW feed solution in 5M-0.6M salinity gradient caused a significant drop in the 231 
membrane flux and power density. Increasing the concentration of feed solution from 232 
0.6M to 0.7M did not significantly affect the power density of the process when coupled 233 
with 5M draw solution. Wmax1, however, decreased more than 60% when the 234 
concentration of feed solution increased from 0.01M (for freshwater) to 0.6M using 2M 235 
draw solution concentration. For 0.6M feed solution, increasing the draw solution 236 
concentration from 2M to 5M, 2.5 times, did not cause a proportionate increase in 237 
Wmax1. Wmax1 increased from 10.1 W/m2 for 2M-FW to 18.5 W/m2 for 5M-0.6M salinity 238 
gradient. The disproportionate increase of Wmax1 was due to the severe internal 239 
concentration polarization and reverse salt diffusion from the draw to the feed solution. 240 
The results suggest that increasing the concentration of draw solution has a limited 241 
impact on the performance of PRO process in the case of high concentration feed 242 
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solution. Furthermore, increasing the osmotic pressure gradient should be encountered 243 
with an increase of the hydraulic pressure which could be an issue since the current 244 
commercial PRO membranes do not tolerate hydraulic pressures more than 30 bar [2, 245 
13].  246 
 247 
For the second stage of the DSPRO process, W2 increased with increasing the hydraulic 248 
pressure and reached a maximum amount of Wmax2 at 2/P then dropped down 249 
gradually with the increase of hydraulic pressure over 2/ due to the negligible water 250 
flux [Figures 4B]. Wmax2 was 6.8 W/m2, 5.5 W/m2, 18.3 W/m2 and 3.7 W/m2 for 5M-0.6M, 251 
5M-0.7M, 2M-FW, and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient resources respectively. Results show 252 
that Wmax2 was about 37%, 33%, 68%, and 36% of Wmax1, respectively for 5M-0.6M, 5M-253 
0.7M, 2M-FW, and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient resources. Wmax2 was more than the 254 
recommended threshold of 5 W/m2 for most salinity gradient resources except 2M-255 
0.6M salinity gradient resource in which Wmax2 was 3.7 W/m2. The results also show that 256 
efficiency of the second stage of the DSPRO process was higher when fresh water was 257 
the feed solution; i.e. 2M-FW, because of the negligible internal CP effects. Furthermore, 258 
the hydraulic pressures for Wmax2 were 35 bar and 60 bar for 2M-FW and 5M-0.6 salinity 259 
gradient respectively; the corresponding values for Wmax1 values were 50 bar and 110 260 
bar for 2M-FW and 5M-0.6 salinity gradient respectively. Results show a gap in the 261 
optimum hydraulic pressures between the first and second stage of the DSPRO process 262 
and this gap increases with the concentration of draw solution. Apparently, increasing 263 
the concentration of draw solution induces higher water flux but promotes higher 264 
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concentration polarization effects at the same.  DSPRO process can partially alleviate the 265 
impact of concentration polarization in the second stage in which a fresh feed solution is 266 
applied. However, the maximum performance of DSPRO occurs at a hydraulic pressure 267 
less than the average osmotic pressure gradient of the salinity gradient resource which 268 




















































Figure 4: Performance of dual stage PRO process A) power density in stage one B) power 277 
density in stage two  278 
 279 
Power generation, PWn, of each stage of the DSPRO were calculated to find out the 280 
maximum total power generation, PWn-tot, in the DSPRO process. Figure 5A and 5B 281 
show the PWn of the first and second stage of the DSPRO process.  For 5M-0.6M and 282 
5M-0.7M salinity gradient resources, the range of operating hydraulic pressure in the 283 
second stage was narrower than that in the first stage of the DSPRO process [Figure 5A]. 284 
The maximum PWn of the first stage occurred at 2/P ; i.e. 110 bar and 100 bar for 285 
the 5M-0.6M and 5M-0.7M salinity gradients respectively. On the other hand, the 286 
operating pressure of the second stage ranged between 0 bar and 100 bar for 5M-0.6M 287 
salinity gradient and 0 bar and 90 bar for the 5M-0.7M salinity gradient. For the second 288 
B 
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stage of the DSPRO, the maximum PWn occurred at 60 bar for both 5M-0.6M and 5M-289 
0.7M salinity gradients. The maximum PWn-tot, which is the sum of first and second 290 
stage PWn, occurred at 90 bar and 80 bar for the 5M-0.6M and 5M-0.7M salinity 291 
gradients respectively [Figure 5C]. Interestingly, the maximum PWn-tot of the DSPRO 292 
occurred at a hydraulic pressure < 2/  for both salinity gradient resources. These 293 
hydraulic pressures, however, were within the hydraulic pressures range of the first and 294 
second stage of the DSPRO process.  295 
 296 
For 2M-FW and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient resources, PWn of the first and second stage 297 
of the DSPRO process is illustrated in Figure 5B. The maximum PWn of the first and 298 
second stage was 2.7 kW and 0.92 kW respectively for 2M-FW salinity gradient resource; 299 
PWn in the second stage was about 34% of that in the first stage of the DSPRO process. 300 
The maximum PWn of the first and second stage for 2M-0.6M salinity gradient resource 301 
was 1 kW and 0.18 kW respectively. Figure 5B shows that the maximum PWn for the 302 
first stage occurred at 45 bar and 30 bar for 2M-FW and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient 303 
respectively. The corresponding values for the second stage were at 35 bar and 20 bar 304 
for 2M-FW and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient respectively. Additionally, the maximum PWn-305 
tot for 2M-FW and 2M-0.6M was at 45 bar and 25 bar respectively. In effect, these 306 
hydraulic pressures were within the range of hydraulic pressure in the second stage of 307 
2M-FW and 2M-0.6M. Furthermore, the maximum PWn-tot of 2M-FW was three times 308 
higher than that for 2M-0.6M salinity gradient because of the higher net driving force.  309 
 310 
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Results show that the maximum PWn-tot was 3.7 kW and achieved by 2M-FW salinity 311 
gradient then followed by 2 kW for 5M-0.6M, 1.8 kW for 5M-0.7M, and finally 1.1 kW 312 
for 2M-0.6M. Low internal concentration polarization on the feed side of the 2M-FW 313 
salinity gradient was the trigger for high PWn-tot compared to other salinity gradients 314 
which indicates to the significance of feed concentration on the performance of DSPRO. 315 
Increasing the concentration of draw solution positively affected the performance of 316 
DSPRO but intensifies the effect of concentration polarization and reverse salt diffusion. 317 
Introducing a second stage PRO process maximized the energy yield of the process; 318 
however, the lower the salinity of feed solution the higher the performance of DSPRO. 319 
Fresh water is preferred over a saline feed solution if available to be coupled with a 320 





























































































Figure 5: Power consumption in the dual stage PRO process A) net power generation for 330 
5M-0.6M and 5M-0.7M salinity gradient resource B) net power generation for 2M-FW 331 
and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient resource C) total net power generation in the PRO 332 
process, PWn-tot 333 
 334 
5. Dual stage PRO performance in FO mode:  335 
 336 
The performance of DSPRO process operating on the FO mode was evaluated and 337 
compared with that on the PRO mode [Figure 6]. For 5M-0.6M and 5M-0.7M salinity 338 
gradient resources, power density of the first stage increased with increasing the 339 
hydraulic pressure and reached a maximum amount, Wmax1, of 8.1 W/m2 and 7.2 W/m2 340 
at 80 bar and 70 bar hydraulic pressures respectively [Figure 6A]. These hydraulic 341 
C 
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pressures were less than 2/ and was due to large difference between the theoretical 342 
and effective osmotic driving force as will be illustrated in the following section. Wmax1 343 
for 2M-FW and 2M-0.6M salinity gradient was 5.6 W/m2 and 2.5 W/m2 at 30 bar and 25 344 
bar respectively which are slightly deviated from 2/ . The highest power density in 345 
the FO mode belongs to 5M-0.6M salinity gradient followed by 5M-0.7M, 2M-FW and 346 
2M-0.6M salinity gradients respectively. Changing the operating mode from PRO to FO 347 
mode caused about 80% reduction in the power density of 2M-FW salinity gradient. This 348 
refers to the fact that internal concentration polarization has more serious impact on 349 
the process performance than the external concentration polarization hence; higher 350 
osmotic driving force would be required in the former operating mode. Table 1 shows 351 
the maximum power density of the first and second stage of the DSPRO and hydraulic 352 
pressures. Wmax1, in general, was lower in the FO mode than in the PRO mode for all 353 
salinity gradient resources. 354 
 355 
For the second stage of the DSPRO process, the maximum power density, Wmax2, for all 356 
salinity gradients occurred at a hydraulic pressure less than that of the first stage [Figure 357 
6A]. Wmax2 for 5M-0.6M and 5M-0.7M salinity gradients was, respectively, 63% and 75% 358 
lower than that at the PRO mode. For 2M-FW and 2M-0.6M salinity gradients, more 359 
than 80% of power density was lost by changing the operating mode from the PRO to FO 360 
mode. Additionally, Wmax2 for all salinity gradient resources was lower than the 361 
threshold of 5 W/m2 which is has been suggested for an economic PRO process [Table 1]. 362 
Apparently, PRO process suffers when it is operated on the FO mode although it was 363 
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recommended in the case of impaired quality feed solutions to reduce membrane 364 
fouling [5]. But this would be achieved on the expense of power density and should be 365 
accounted for in the early stage of the process design.  366 
 367 
Power generation, PWn, of the first and second stage of the DSPRO process was 368 
calculated to evaluate the process efficiency (Figure 6B). There was a mismatch of the 369 
optimum hydraulic pressure of the first and second stage of the DSPRO process. For 5M-370 
0.6M salinity gradient, the maximum power generation was 0.81 kW and 0.13 kW for 371 
the first and second stage of the DSPRO process at 80 bar and 30 bar respectively, and 372 
the maximum PWn-tot was 0.82 kW at 50 bar.  The hydraulic pressure gap between the 373 
first and second stage of the DSPRO process was 50 bar for the 5M-0.7M salinity 374 
gradient. The maximum PWn was 0.72 kW and 0.07 kW for the first and second stage at 375 
70 bar and 20 bar respectively, but the maximum PWn-tot was 0.64 kW at 45 bar.  As a 376 
matter of fact, the maximum PWn of the first stage was 0.72 kW at 70 bar; this hydraulic 377 
pressure was out of the hydraulic pressure range of the second stage which was 378 
between 0 bar and 45 bar. In such cases it is, probably, better to apply a single stage 379 
PRO process. For the 2m-FW salinity gradient, the maximum PWn was 0.56 kW and 0.2 380 
kW at 30 bar for the first and second stage of the DSPRO respectively [Figure 6B]. The 381 
maximum PWn-tot was 0.74 kW at 30 bar; this was 20% of the maximum PWn-tot on the 382 
PRO mode and attributed to the severe concentration polarization effects. For 2M-0.6M 383 
salinity gradient, the maximum PWn of the first stage was 0.22 kW at 25 bar and was 384 
0.03 kW at 10 bar for the second stage of the DSPRO process. However, the maximum 385 
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PWn-tot was 0.23 kW at 20 bar; this hydraulic pressure lies at the upper hydraulic 386 
pressure range of the second stage which rendered its contribution to the maximum 387 
PWn-tot insignificant [Figure 6C]. Therefore, adding a second stage PRO process can not 388 
be justified in such case.  389 
 390 
In general, the performance of DSPRO was better on the PRO mode. The contribution of 391 
the second stage of the DPSRO was insignificant for most salinity gradients when the 392 
process was operating on the FO mode. This was due to the severe impact of 393 
concentration polarization on the water flux. Despite the advantages of FO operating 394 
mode, it has been recommended to reduce the membrane fouling when wastewater 395 
effluent is the feed solution [5]. In such cases, the feed solution would be facing the 396 
membrane active layer to avoid serious fouling problems caused by the organic 397 
constituents in the feed solution [25]. For example, Megaton pilot plant which uses RO 398 
brine and wastewater effluent as the salinity gradient resource is operating on the FO 399 
mode [13]. The pilot plant satisfactory performance could be attributed to the advanced 400 





















































































Table 1: maximum power density of the first and second stage of the DSPRO process, 413 
total power generation and the hydraulic pressure for 5M-0.6, 5M-0.7M, 2M-FW, 2M-414 
0.6M salinity gradients. P1 and P2 are the hydraulic pressure of the first and second stage 415 
of the DSPRO process, P is the hydraulic pressure at which power density reaches a 416 
maximum amount for the DSPRO system 417 
SGR 
FO Mode 
Wmax1 P1 Wmax2 P2 Pwn-tot P 
5M-0.6M 8.1 80 2.5 30 2 50 
5M-0.7M 7.2 70 1.4 20 1.8 45 
2M-FW 5.6 30 3.7 30 3.6 30 
2M-0.6M 2.2 25 0.6 10 1.1 20 
 PRO Mode 
5M-0.6M 18.5 110 6.9 60 0.82 90 
5M-0.7M 16.8 100 5.5  60 0.64 80 
2M-FW 27.1 50 18.3 35 0.74 45 
2M-0.6M 10.1 30 3.7 20 0.23 25 
 418 
6. Effective salinity gradient resource: 419 
 420 
Maximum specific energy, Em, is the maximum energy can be extracted from a salinity 421 
gradient resource in the PRO process at designated hydraulic pressure. In non-ideal PRO 422 
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system, Em is affected by the intrinsic properties of the PRO membrane during the 423 
filtration process. Therefore, there is a gap between the theoretical Em and effective 424 
specific energy Eeff due to the difference between the theoretical and the effective 425 
concentrations of feed and draw solutions at the membrane surface. In the ideal system, 426 
the theoretical maximum specific energy, Em, does not include the effects of 427 
concentration polarization (CP) and reverse salt diffusion (RSD) while the Eeff should 428 
account for these effects in the calculation of osmotic energy. During the filtration 429 
process, the effective concentration of draw and feed solutions at the membrane 430 
surface, CDM and CFM respectively, are affected by the internal, external concentration 431 
polarization and reverse salt diffusion phenomena which result in the dilution and 432 
concentration of the draw and feed solution respectively. The intrinsic properties of PRO 433 
membrane and type of salinity gradient resource determine the amount of these effects 434 
on the Eeff. 435 
 436 
The total effective specific energy, Eefft, was calculated as the sum of Eeff in the first and 437 
second stage of the DSPRO process, Eefft = Eeff1+Eeff2, and results were compared with the 438 
Em to highlight the adverse impact of CP and RSD. CDM and CFM were calculated on the 439 
FO and PRO modes for each stage of the DSPRO process for 5M-0.6M and 5M-0.68M 440 
salinity gradient resources knowing that the outlet concentration of draw solution from 441 
the first stage were the inlet concentrations of the second stage. Em was calculated at 442 
2/P   and compared with the Eeff obtained at 50 bar and 45 bar for 5M-0.6M and 443 
5M-0.7M salinity gradient operating on the FO mode, respectively. The corresponding 444 
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values for 5M-0.6M and 5M-0.7M salinity gradients operating on the PRO mode were 90 445 
bar and 80 bar respectively. As mentioned before, these hydraulic pressures are the 446 
optimum operating pressures for the DSPRO process; i.e. Eeff reaches a maximum 447 
amount. Furthermore, it is worth reminding here that Em for 5M-0.6M and 5M-0.7M 448 
salinity gradients at 2/P was 1.17 kWh/m3 and 1.11 kWh/m3 respectively. In the 449 
case of DSPRO and 5M-0.6M salinity gradient, the calculated Eeff1 was 0.54 kWh/m3 and 450 
0.37 kWh/m3 in the PRO and FO modes respectively; the corresponding values of Eeff2 451 
were 0.65 kWh/m3 and 0.51 kWh/m3 in the PRO and FO modes respectively [Figure 7A]. 452 
According to these results, Eeff1 was only 46% and 32% of the Em for DSPRO process 453 
operating on the PRO and FO mode respectively; the corresponding values for Eeff2 were 454 
55% and 44% of the Em for DSPRO process operating on the PRO and FO modes 455 
respectively. CP and RSD are responsible for the underperformance of the DSPRO 456 
process, i.e. Eeff < Em, and these effects were more severe in the first stage than in the 457 
second stage of the DSPRO process because of the larger permeation flow which 458 
resulted in a higher dilution and concentration of the draw and feed solution 459 
respectively. On the other hand, Eefft was 1.19 kWh/m3 and 0.88 kWh/m3 on the PRO 460 
and FO mode, respectively. Apparently, Eefft of the PRO mode approached the Em of 5M-461 
0.6M salinity gradient resource. Mainly, this was due to i) replacement of feed solution 462 
brine of the second stage with a fresh one which expanded the operating boundaries of 463 
salinity gradient resource, and ii) dilution and concentration of feed and draw solution, 464 
respectively, along the PRO module in a full POR module has not been accounted for the 465 
limited area PRO system. 466 
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 467 
For 5M-0.7M salinity gradient operating on the PRO mode, the values of Eeff1 and Eeff2 468 
were 0.47 kWh/m3 and 0.56 kWh/m3, respectively; the corresponding values for the FO 469 
mode were 0.27 kWh/m3 and 0.61 kWh/m3, respectively [Figure 7B]. Eeff1 was 43% and 470 
24% of the Em for the PRO and FO modes respectively, whereas Eeff2 was 50% and 55% of 471 
the Em for the PRO and FO mode respectively.  Eefft was 1.03 kWh/m3 and 0.88 kWh/m3 472 
for the PRO and FO mode respectively; these values are lower than the Em of 5M-0.68M 473 
salinity gradient, 1.11 kWh/m3 [Figure 7B]. Eefft of the PRO mode was 26% higher than 474 
that of the FO mode for 5M-0.6M salinity gradient whereas the difference was 15% 475 
between the PRO and FO mode for 5M-0.7M salinity gradient.  476 
 477 
Simulation results show that Em was higher than the Eeff of the first stage of the DSPRO 478 
process. Adding a second PRO stage reduced the gap between Em and Eeff but DSPRO 479 
process performed better in the PRO mode than in the FO mode because of the higher 480 
CP and RSD in the FO mode. PRO mode is more suitable for seawater and freshwater 481 
feed solutions which can be treated by conventional processes whereas FO mode is 482 
suitable for a low quality feed solutions. It should be noted that the total Eeff is strongly 483 
dependent on the intrinsic properties of the PRO membrane and higher performance 484 
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Figure 7: Impact of feed pressure on the maximum specific energy of DSPRO at different 491 
salinity gradient resources A) 5M-0.6M B) 5M-0.68M g/L. Theoretical maximum energy, 492 
Em (solid line), theoretical effective Em of PRO mode (intermittent line), and theoretical 493 
effective Em of FO mode (dashed line)  494 
 495 
Conclusion:  496 
 497 
The impact of membrane orientation on the performance of the DSPRO was evaluated 498 
using different salinity gradients. Results showed that performance of the DSPRO was 499 
higher at lower feed solution concentrations. High feed concentrations affected the 500 
process performance significantly and particularly the second stage, which becomes 501 
superfluous at high feed concentrations. Furthermore, the DSPRO process performed 502 
better when was operating on the PRO mode with a maximum PWn-tot 5 times higher 503 
than that on the FO mode. Severe concentration polarization and reverse salt diffusion 504 
were responsible for the underperformance of the DSPRO operating on the FO mode. 505 
the contribution of the second stage to the total power generation in the DSPRO process 506 
was inconsiderable when it was operated on the FO mode, particularly at low draw 507 
solution concentrations; i.e. 2M-0.6M and 2M-0.01M salinity gradients. For the PRO 508 
mode, 32% increase in the power generation was achieved in the second stage for 2M-509 
0.01M salinity gradient resource. The results indicate that the performance of the 510 
DSPRO varies according to the type of the salinity gradient resource and membrane 511 
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